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Report of Constitution Day Program: Our
19th annual program, celebrating the birthday
of the Constitution, was held September 14 at
the lovely campus of Shasta Bible College in
Redding. We so appreciate the president of
the college, David Nicholas, and his assistant
Jane Deangelo, who were so gracious and
kind to us. Our outstanding speakers were:
Dr. David Nicholas: President and
Professor of Theology at Shasta Bible
College. His topic: “Why Religion and
Morality are so Important in Preserving our
Constitution.”
Attorney Brad Dacus: Founder and
President of the Pacific Justice Institute. He
did an excellent job as our Master of
Ceremonies/Auctioneer and also spoke on
“The Attack on Morality in our State Schools
from the New Health Standards, and the
Attack on our Religious Rights.” We honored
Mr. Dacus with a beautiful flying eagle statue
with the following words engraved on it: “To
Brad Dacus, Esq. our favorite Legal Eagle…”
Roger Morgan: Chairman/Founder of
Take Back America Campaign. He is a 22year anti-drug activist dealing with drug
prevention. He spoke about “The Attack on
Morality, our Freedoms and Way of Life from
the Drug Culture.”
June Gilliam: Originally from China and
an active member of the Communist Party,
she is now a conservative Republican who
believes in freedom and the free enterprise
system. She spoke on “The Dangerous Trends
Today as Communism is Being Promoted
Among our Youth.”
Capt. Philip Graf: A former paratrooper
and training officer who taught combat
marksmanship. He is also the founder of Safe
Shooting School where he continues to teach
rifle and handgun skills. He was very kind to
allow his shooting course to be auctioned off
for the fundraiser which brought in several
hundred dollars. Phil spoke on “Why the 2nd
Amendment is so Vital for Preserving the
Constitution and God-Given Rights.”
Orlean Koehle: President of Eagle Forum
of California, a farmer’s daughter, founder of
Sonoma County Land Rights Coalition and
author. Her topic: The History and
Importance of Property Rights in Preserving
Liberties and How they are Under Attack.”

Georgia Lujan Editor

Some of the speakers at the conference from left to
right: Brad Dacus, Orlean Koehle, President David
Nicholas, Debbie Bacigalupi, Louise Gliatto, Captain
Phil Graf, and Erin Ryan

Other Speakers at the Conference:
Debbie Bacigalupi: A rancher’s daughter from
Siskiyou County, program director for Eagle
Forum of California, expert on Agenda 21 (now
called 2030), who has attended many UN
conferences. She spoke on “Seeing with 20/20
vision at Agenda 2030.”
Louise Gliatto: A registered nurse, serves as the
facilitator for Siskiyou Patriots, former president
of the Siskiyou County Republican Women and is
currently their legislative analyst, which she also
did for the state and now for Eagle forum of
California. She spoke on “How to Reach our
Elected Representatives and Get Them to Listen.”
Erin Ryan: The Congressional District Rep for
Congressman Doug La Malfa, Northern California
Vice President for Eagle Forum of California, and
hosts the weekly show “We the People Radio.”
Her topic: “The Naked Truth About Elections; Why
We Must All Be Involved and Engaged.”
To view a video of all of the speakers, go to
EagleForumofCalifonria.org.
Fundraising: Thanks to the help and donations
from Karen Klinger, Sacramento Eagle Forum
Chapter Leader, Liz Ritchie, Contra Costa Chapter
Leader, members of Sonoma County Eagle Forum,
and a beautiful art piece created and donated by
Debbie Bacagalupi. With all of the donations and
with the excellent skills and humor of our
auctioneer Brad Dacus, $1,030 was raised for
scholarships.
The patriotic
art piece,
created and
donated by
Debbie
Bacigalupi,
sold for $250.
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Scholarship Winners -- Leonara Deangelo and Matthew
King: Leonara is completing her BA degree in Bible and
Theology and will go on to receive her Masters in Biblical
Counseling. She hopes to become a chaplain.
Matthew King: Matthew is also working towards his BA
degree in Bible and Theology and will go on to graduate
school. He would like to be involved in youth ministry “in
order to reach the upcoming generation with the gospel of
Jesus Christ.”
These outstanding students each won $500 towards their
college education. Following are excerpts from their essays
on the topic: “What the Constitution Means to Me and
How I can protect it:”
Essay by Leonara Deangelo: Leonara told how her
grandparents had come from a country where they were not
able to have religious freedom. She wrote, “People were
forced to accept Islam or die. People lived their lives in fear
and oppression daring not to share their faith.
In that same region, women are considered inferior to
men and have few if any rights. Women are considered
second- class citizens and cannot seek out opportunities for
themselves.
However, living in the U.S. has allowed me the freedom
to pursue an education, to go to a Bible College where I can
learn about the Lord, and have the right to serve Christ in
ministry without fear or ridicule - or worse. This is one of the
many things I love about this country; you can be anything
you want to be. You can reach for the stars. A woman can be
a doctor or an astronaut or run for the highest political office
in the land. The Constitution recognizes and encourages that
very right…”
“How can I protect the Constitution? I think the most
important thing I can do is to honor the spirit of it in my
everyday life. It is a beacon of light which is felt throughout
the nations, a light that has brought peace, happiness and
stability in many people’s lives. I also believe that protecting
the Constitution means that I have to be vocal in my defense
of it. The U.S. has many enemies both inside and out, and they
would love to see the Constitution attacked and dismantled.
With the inalienable rights that God gave me, it provides me
the opportunity for my voice and the voices of others to be
heard. The sentence ‘We the people’ is powerful!”
Essay by Mathew King: Mathew begins his essay first
writing about how many people today don’t like laws and
think they are unnecessary and that “freedom from law brings
peace,” but that has never been the case. Our Founding
Fathers knew that we would need just laws to govern our
nation, keep its freedoms, and have peace. They founded our
nation and Constitution upon “Godly principals....”

“It is because of these documents that our founding fathers
set up, that we still stand today as the United States of
America.” He gives examples of two of the God-given rules
and rights that the Constitution are protecting, especially the
right of freedom of religion and freedom to protect ourselves.
Matthew ends his essay by expressing what he can do to
protect the Constitution: “I can seek to be responsible with the
freedoms that I have been given, both in relation to my fellow
man and ultimately to God. I can be responsible with my speech
and my freedom to express myself, always doing it in love and
treating others as better than myself provide.
As for the right to bears arms, I can do this responsibly also.
I can stand up against wrong, respect others and the life that
God has given to them that is not mine to take. I can use these
arms to provide food for my family and protection against
predators, animal or human.
I can vote wisely; seeking to elect officials that will not
withhold my rights as a citizen, but instead, stand behind the
constitution and what it represents. I can pray for our leaders;
that they will have wisdom and guidance from God to know how
to follow the dream that our founding fathers started to make a
reality. This dream may never come true on this earth but I will
do what I can to keep peace with my fellow man by following
the wisdom of the elders before me. By doing this, we as a nation
under God can live in (relative) peace until the Lord returns to
bring (final) peace to all the nations and the whole world.”
Read their entire essays on www.eagleforumofcalifornia.org.
Report of National Eagle Council in Wash. D.C. Sept. 19-22:
Orlean Koehle attended the conference, flying in a day early, so
she was able to spend all day Thursday lobbying at the Capitol
against 5G. She met with various aids for key Congressmen
and Senators from California and other states. She urged them
to vote against S1699, the latest federal bill that would be
“streamlining 5G,” mandating it for all of the states, without
allowing any local jurisdiction to say no (see insert).
Orlean urged them to instead, vote, “Yes!” on S 2012, a bill
that would actually be reigning in the FCC and their dictatorial,
burdensome powers over local jurisdictions. Other Eagles were
lobbying on other issues of Eagle Forum’s concern.
The conference was held at the Crystal City Marriot Hotel in
Arlington, VA. It started Friday morning and lasted through
Saturday, ending after the last evening workshop. Orlean was
asked to teach a workshop about 5G on Friday from 9:30 –
11:00 p.m.
It was a great conference! The theme was: “Preserving our
Foundations of Faith, Family, and Freedom:” The speakers
discussed how all of these foundations are under attack. Some
of the speakers were: Anne Schlafly Cori (daughter of our
founder Phyllis Schlafly), Mark Green and David Pratt
(Congressmen), Debbie Lesco (Congresswoman), Heather
McDonald (Columnist), Mallory Millett (younger sister of
feminist/communist leader Kate Millett), Joy Pullman and
Susan Stradling (educators). Susan home schooled her own ten
children and now runs a private school for 400. Elizabeth
Johnston, “The Activist Mommy,” a famous vlogger on moral
issues and another homeschool-mother of ten, was awarded
“Homemaker of the Year.” (Continued on page 3)
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Report of Eagle Council Continued: Four speakers told of
the trans movement in our schools: Maria Keffler and Kris
Ullman told of what they are doing to fight this in Virginia;
Gayle Ruzika, Eagle Forum State President from Utah, spoke
of legislation in her state that would prevent young people
from going through sex change drugs, hormone therapy or
operations until they are age 21.
A very moving personal story was told by Erin Brewster
PhD, also from Utah, entitled “I was a Trans Kid.” As a
young girl, she would dress, act and thought of herself as a
boy. Through the help of a good counselor, it was discovered
that this desire to be a boy began after she was sexually
molested at age five. She received the right kind of therapy
and is now happily married with three children. If she would
have grown up in today’s world, the counselor would have
told her parents and teachers just the opposite – “to affirm her
new chosen male gender.” She would probably have gone
through puberty blocking drugs, hormone therapy, and
maybe even sex change operations. Her life would have been
permanently changed, and she would have never known the
great blessings of being a wife and mother.
There were many other great speakers and topics. To
watch videos of all of them go to www.eagleforum.org.
Report of California’s Sad Legislation – 2600 bills went
through the legislative session this year– half of them passed
and are signed into law. Here are some of the worst ones
which are now the new laws for California:
SB-276 Immunizations – Greatly limits any Doctor’s
Exemptions: California already has a mandatory vaccination
law that children will not be able to attend school without
their full dose of vaccines. Some parents, whose children
have been hurt by vaccines, were able to get exemptions from
their child’s pediatrician. However, this bill greatly limits
any medical exemptions to only 5 per year, which then have
to be submitted to a state government agency who will
determine if the exemptions will be granted. Doctors, who
have given exemptions in the past, are on a “Watch List,” and
some have already lost their license. So most doctors are very
hesitant to grant any exemptions at all. This law is a violation
of both parental and medical rights.
SB 24 Chemical abortions on College Campuses: It is now
mandatory for all University of California campus health care
clinics to offer chemical abortion pills. These pills are not
“perfectly safe.” They have terrible side effects with bleeding that can go on for weeks and weeks. Some women have
died after taking them.
AB 175 – Gender Affirming Foster Care Bill: Foster
parents must support the child’s desired gender, the hormone
therapy, puberty blocking drugs, sex-change operations, etc.,
even if this is contrary to their personal religious beliefs.
Otherwise, the child will be given to other foster parents.
AB-624 - Student Health ID cards: Passed but fortunately,
was vetoed by the governor. This would have mandated that
every student (7-12) ID card would have had phone numbers
on them of reproductive health care services.” Of course, this
would have only been the number for Planned Parenthood,
not one that would have discouraged abortions.
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AB 493 – A gender identity training bill- mandating all teachers
and schools to affirm LGBTQ identifying students. This would
consist of: Referring them to supportive LGBTQ activist
organizations, providing them with LGBTQ peer groups, and
create school-wide programs urging the student body to support
the LGBTQ identities of students. The bill was amended to
read “encourage” instead of “mandated” before it passed. It is
now signed into law.
ACR 99 (Assembly Concurrent Resolution): This is based
on a bill from last year that was pulled at the last minute, which
was nicknamed “Must Stay Gay Bill.” The resolution
essentially is reaffirming the language of the bill that anyone
who has declared himself as having a same-sex attraction, must
stay that way. For them to seek counseling, or for any pastor or
counselor to give them counseling, would be ineffective, and
harmful to them. ACR 99 is an attack on a person’s free will.
It is also an attack on freedom of religion and speech declaring
that a politician has the right to declare what a pastor or
counselor teaches is correct or not. It passed, but does not need
the governor’s signature.
AB 1505 – Limits and Controls Charter Schools in
California: The new law will let school districts have more
control over charter schools in their area. Districts can close
charter schools if they think they are siphoning off money from
schools already in financial distress. They can also close
schools if they feel they aren’t serving certain student
populations such as students with disabilities. The law also
now requires all charter school teachers to be certified where
before that was not necessary.
Sex Ed on Steroids in California Schools – is Opting-Out
Possible? As you may remember, our last newsletter mentioned

the battle that has gone on this past year fighting the “Healthy
Youth Act” Frameworks, which are now passed by the State
School Board and are going into the school curriculum this
year. Healthy Youth Act is a deceptive name for “sex-ed on
steroids,” forcing innocent children, at a very young age, to be
exposed to outrageous, inappropriate, graphic language,
pictures and terminology.
Stephanie Yates, co-founder of IPOC, Informed Parents of
California, who has been leading the charge fighting this
curriculum, says, “It’s downright sickening, dangerous,
reckless, and it will destroy our children’s physical, emotional,
and mental health.”
Jonathan Keller, President of California Family Council, of
which Eagle Forum of California is a member said, “The state
should not force moms and dads to choose between
participating in public school and protecting their children’s
innocence. No student needs to be exposed to this graphic and
explicit material. It’s child abuse.”
Opt Out Possible? In years past, there was always an opt-out
possible for sex-ed programs that parents did not approve of or want
their children to have. Parents are told now that will not be possible,
because the sex-ed will be incorporated into so many other subjects.
It will be especially not possible to opt out of any discussion of gender
dysphoria, since that will be part of every classroom subject as well.
However, if the sex ed part is taught as a separate class, then there is
an opt out possible. Go to the website LetParentsDecide.org. to watch
videos on this subject and more information about an optout.
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President Trump’s Triumph Against the Deep State –
Continually Exposing and Draining the Swamp - Orlean Koehle

The Original Swamp-Like Creatures involved in the Russian Dossier Hoax,
the First Attempt to Destroy Trump’s Presidency_____________________

In spite of three years of non-stop attempts by the conspiring
members of the Deep State to smear Trump, bring him down,
destroy his reputation and presidency, and now trying to
impeach him, Trump valiantly continues on, doing amazingly
successful things, and continues to “drain the swamp,”
exposing the many duplicitous, treasonous, vicious, alligators,
crocodiles, snakes, eels, blood suckers, and other swamp-like
creatures. Without Trump being in the White-house, the vast
majority of these conspiring creatures would probably have
gone on uncovered, never exposed, for the dishonest,
immoral, treacherous people they are.
Fortunately, in spite of the major media being part of the
Deep State and the Hate-Trump movement, no longer
providing any form of objective news coverage, the American
people are waking up more and more to the truth. Even
Democrats are tiring of the constant attack on Trump and the
latest bogus “impeachment” attempts. They want Congress to
go back to doing the most important things: Pass legislation
dealing with issues they are concerned with, such as: health
care, immigration, lowering costs and regulations, and stop
wasting millions of dollars on long investigations that have
found Trump guilty of nothing, no collusion with Russia, but
have revealed more duplicitous members of the Deep State.
Pro-Trump Rallies: Wherever President Trump has been
speaking lately, tens of thousands of people are turning out,
standing in long lines for hours to be able to get inside. The
love and enthusiasm for him and his message continues in
spite of all the media’s slander and negative comments.
As the picture on the next column shows, thousands of
people gathered in front of the Capitol building in Washington
D.C. on October 17 to support Trump against the bogus
impeachment charges now going on against him.
Congressman Steve Scalise, R-IA., is shown as one of many
speakers. He told rally goers that Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.,
"hasn't even listed one high crime or misdemeanor" to justify
impeachment proceedings.
It appears that there is more than one “whistleblower,” but
they are not speaking at the private impeachment hearings that
are being held behind closed doors in a room in the basement.

Congressman
Steve Scalise
speaking at the
Pro-Trump rally
in front of the
Capitol in
Wash. D.C..
October 17,
before 1000s.

Why not? They are alleged to be “afraid that their lives would
be in danger.” It appears that their words would be strongly
biased because of their strong links to the Democrat Party.
Fortunately, since Trump submitted the exact transcript of his
phone conversation with President Zelensky of Ukraine, the
bogus whistleblowers’ reports of the conversation that is
supposedly fueling the impeachment hearings, are not even
necessary. The transcript reveals that the entire trumped-up
charges are false. There was no “quid pro quo” of Trump
threatening any withholding of funds if Zelensky did not reveal
scandalous information about Joe and Hunter Biden.
Adam Schiff and Nancy Pelosi and all the democrats
pushing for impeachment seem to be treading on thin ice as they
go forward with this scam. It proves the truthfulness of the
famous statement by Sir Walter Scott: “What a tangled web I
weave, when at first, I practice to deceive.” They have to keep
supporting their tangled web of deception with more and more
lies, which are so hard for them to substantiate or even
remember after a while.
The Amazing Accomplishments of President Trump in
Spite of Constant Opposition:
The Epoch Times, a
conservative, weekly newspaper, which we highly recommend,
gives a 24-page gift with each subscription that lists “70 Ways
Trump has Changed the Nation” - divided into 14 categories:
Americanism – He is building up our nation, restoring American
values and patriotism, standing up against communism and socialism,
withdrawing from UN agreements that take away our sovereignty.
Border Security – Building miles of walls between the U.S and
Mexico- trying to strengthen our borders and build up border patrols.
China – Stopped unfair trade tariffs and theft of intellectual property.
Cutting Wasteful Spending – Reduced the Whitehouse payroll, cut
the cost of Air Force One by $1.4 billion, refuses to take a pay check,
cut $285 million from money given to the UN.
Deregulation – Caused 176 deregulatory actions saving $23 billion.
Economy – Cut taxes, boosted jobs, lowered unemployment down to
3.7%, set high records in the stock markets, created surge in
manufacturing activity (best since 1997), 2 million Americans now
off food stamps, allowed for our own oil production. U.S. is now the
world’s leading crude oil producer, and we are exporting oil for the
first time in 75 years,
Environmental – Signed an EO for better forest and land management; reigned in over-regulations of ESA and Clean Water Act to give
more freedom to property owners, got the US out of the Paris Climate
Accord to free us from paying $millions for global warming hoax.
Foreign Policy – He kept the promise to finally move the U.S.
Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, prevented a possible war with
N. Korea, improved relations and secured the release of American
prisoners held captive there; cut $millions in dollars to Pakistan that
was being used for terrorism;
Judiciary –Nominated 2 supreme court justices and 154 federal
judges, more than prior 5 past presidents. (Continued on p. 5)
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Law and Order – He passed the Criminal Justice Reform Act which
gives judges more discretion when sentencing drug and lower level
offenders. He has made strides fighting human trafficking. He helped
take down Backpage.com, the largest child-sex trafficking website.
Before
groups military spending for new equipment and pay
Military
– Increased
raises and changed the rules of engagement so the military can
actually do what they are supposed to do. He kept his promise to
remove troops from Syria,
National Security - Established a command center for military
operations in space; stopped the $150 billion going to Iran for their
nuclear deal and reinstated economic sanctions; successfully took
out the ISIS caliphate in Raqqa, just recently caused the death of the
ISIS leader in Iraq, Abu Bakral-baghdadi.
Trade – He ended the TPP, Trans-Pacific Partnership, which would
have harmed the U.S. as NAFTA has done, which Trump has also
ended, trying to replace it with USMCA – US, Mexico, Canada
Agreement; imposed tariffs on Chinese goods which has worked and
made trade with China much more balanced.
Veterans – Overhauled the Veterans Affairs Dept., increased
benefits including health and education benefits, removed 4,300 donothing Veterans affairs workers.
What can we do to show our appreciation and support for all that
President Trump has done? Let us send letters of support to the
Whitehouse and pray for him and his wife and family. Pray that he
will have safety, health, wisdom and discernment as he continues to
weed out, expose, and hopefully prosecute the many swamp-like
creatures in Washington D.C. and beyond.

News in Brief:
First Lady, Melania Trump Fighting the Opioid Crisis:
One of the main concerns that Melania is speaking out about
is the opioid crisis in our nation. She visits hospitals and talks
to young mothers and tries to help them and their babies who
are born addicted. She was invited to speak at a Town Hall
meeting at Liberty University Nov. 28, 2018 before 12,000
students. It was wonderful to see how loved she is and
respected by Christian conservative students, who gave her a
long standing ovation. You can see a video of her speaking
at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfTejP0api4.
Supreme Court Refuses to Hear Case of Violation of
Christian Rights vs. Islam Indoctrination: October 15, the
Supreme Court denied a petition by the Thomas More Law
Center (TMLC) to hear Wood v. Arnold, a case brought by
Caleigh Wood, a Christian student in the 11th grade at La Plata
High School in Maryland. Wood refused to do a class
assignment that she felt would be denying her Christian faith.
She was to write a profession of the Muslim conversion prayer
- “There is no god but Allah and Muhammad is the messenger
of Allah.” Because she refused to do the assignment, her
teacher gave her a failing grade and forced her to view a series
of pro-Islam slides, one which disparaged her Christian faith.
It stated: “Most Muslims’ faith is stronger than the average
Christian’s.”
Richard Thompson, TMLC’s chief counsel, argued that the
school violated Caleigh’s First Amendment and Free Speech
rights. He stated that he’s “not aware of any public school
which has forced a Muslim student to write the Lord’s Prayer
or recite John 3:16 – “God so loved the world that He gave his
only begotten son….” He added, “Under the pretext of
teaching history or social studies, public schools across our
nation are promoting the religion of Islam in ways that would
never be tolerated for Christianity or any other religion.”
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Thousands of tractors blocking traffic on the freeway as Dutch farmers
protest against the ridiculous regulations of Climate Change:

Dutch Farmers Revolt Over Climate Change Draconian
New Rules: As the above picture shows, throughout the month
of October, farmers across the Netherlands have taken to the
streets on their tractors, stopping traffic on rural and city roads
to bring awareness to the ridiculous new rules that they are
expected to live by to supposedly help stop “global warming.”
What are these rules? The Dutch government announced a
50% decrease to livestock farming so the country could try to
meet their commitments on “reducing nitrogen emissions.” This
would cause farmers to have to get rid of half of their livestock.
However, no one else has to cut emissions in such a drastic way.
The elite still get to fly in their big airplanes and drive their big
cars.
Micha Bouwer, a leader in the Farmers’ Defense Fund, told
the reporter, “Last year you didn’t hear anything about nitrogen
[emissions] and now suddenly it’s a moral question.” The elite
of the city who don’t know anything about growing plants or
taking care of livestock are making the policies governing the
farmers’ lives, and they have no common sense. The farmers
have come to realize the truth – “Climate change policy has
nothing to do with saving the earth and everything to do with
controlling the masses for the sake of the elite.”
Climate Change and Energy Policy – Is Green the New
Red? This was the title of the talk given by author Cal Beisner
PhD at Eagle Council, Sept. 21 in Washington, D.C. Mr.
Beisner revealed what is really behind the environmental
movement. They have the same goals as communist ideologycultural Marxism, the abolition of private property and state
ownership of the means of production. Communists can be
much more clever about promoting their ideology through the
cloak of green, pretending “to save mother earth.” They have
been very successful in duping our youth, even many of our
Christian youth, because they are totally ignorant of the history
of socialism and communism, which is no longer being taught
accurately in our public schools or universities. See Beisner’
talk at www.eagleforum.org.
We witnessed at the recent
Climate Change rallies that went
on across our nation just how
wide spread the “green,” Marxist
indoctrination is. Deceived young
students are being taught that “to
save mother earth,” we must get
rid of capitalism and have a
socialist form of government.

Two Special Holidays for which to Give Thanks –
Veteran’s Day and Thanksgiving Day:
November 11, Veteran’s Day: Originally this day was called
Armistice Day, declared right after the end of World War I,
November 11, 1919. It became a national holiday in 1938, and
changed to the name Veteran’s Day on 1954 under President
Eisenhower. Here are some facts about our veterans: There
are still 18.2 million living veterans in America who served
during at least one war as of 2018; 9 percent of veterans are
women; 7 million veterans served during the Vietnam War,
another 7 million were in the Persian Gulf War. Of the 16
million Americans who served during World War II,
approximately 496,777 were still alive as of 2018. [To see the
history and great stories about veterans go to
https://www.history.com/veterans-stories.] We encourage
you all to honor, remember, and show your gratitude to our
veterans by donating to them.]
Thanksgiving Day – This Year - November 28th Thanksgiving Day was first celebrated by the Pilgrims in their
Plymouth Colony in late October, 1621. They wanted to show
their gratitude to God for their first harvest and for preserving
them through a very rough year, where half the colony – 51
people had died. They also wanted to thank their Indian
(Native-American) neighbors, who had been so helpful to
them, especially Squanto, and invited them to celebrate with
them. There were 53 Pilgrims and 91 Indians.
President George Washington declared Thanksgiving day
a national holiday in 1789, but it was not again recognized as
an official federal holiday until the presidency of Abraham
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Lincoln in 1863 during the Civil War. Lincoln is given credit
for establishing the official date of celebration as the last
Thursday of November and for calling it “A national day of
Thanksgiving and Praise to our beneficent Father who dwelleth
in the Heavens."
We hope you will all remember the great heritage of liberty
that we have in this free land and those who have gone before
us to make it possible, as well as those who are fighting to
preserve it as you celebrate and enjoy a Happy Patriots Day and
Blessed Thanksgiving!
Eagle Forum Chapters:
Orange County Eagle Forum – Meets usually the last Sunday
evening. This month it will be Nov. 10, 7-9 p.m. at Huntington
Baptist Church, 9779 Starfish Ave., Fountain Valley, CA.
Contact Gloria Pruyne, VP. 714-968-5727
San Diego Eagle Forum – Meets usually the last Tuesday of
the month, 7-9 p.m. at 19320 Lake Dr. Escondido, CA. Contact
Summer Boger, President at 760-840-7738
Sonoma County Eagle Forum – Meets the last Wednesday or
Thursday of the month, Location to be announced, except for
holidays. November and December will be combined – held
Dec. 12. See flyer inside. Call Orlean Koehle at 707-539-8393.
Contra Costa County Eagle Forum – Meets the 4th
Wednesday of the month, location to be announced, call Liz
Ritchie President at 925-699-7962.
Sacramento Eagle Forum – Meets the 3rd Wednesday of each
month at Arden Park Recreation and Park District Community
Center, 1000 La Sierra Dr. Sacramento, CA. Call Karen
Klinger President at 916-712-8889.

